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INTRODUCTION

Interpretation of gravity anomalies due to 2D –
sources is a widely covered area in geophysics. The traditional
interpretation of gravity anomalies due 2D sources entails in
the use of method of characteristic curves (Grant and West,
1975) or computer oriented non-linear Least Squares
inversion algorithms (Murthy, 1998). However, estimation
of deeper corners of a 2D source of closed geometry and
solution of double and multi- density interface problem (2D
bodies of open geometry) are rarely attempted due to non-
uniqueness problem.

The Analytic Signal (AS) method, proposed by
Nabighian (1972,1974) is quite appealing and effective
interpretation procedures now exist in geophysical literature
(Rao, Babu and Narayan, 1981; Debeglia and Corpel, 1997)
for its implementation. AS depends on computation of
derivatives of input gravity anomaly. So, it belongs to an ill-
posed class of geophysical inverse problems (Pujari, 1998).
Pujari and Sastry (2003) have proposed stable AS algorithms
for their solution. Here, stable analytic signal algorithm,
proposed by Pujari and Sastry (2003) is used in solving
synthetic double density (Gautam, 2003) contact surface
problem (anomaly sources of open geometry).

METHOD

The 2D Analytic Signal A (x, z) of a potential field
Anomaly M (Magnetic field or its vertical gradient) can be
defined as

A(X,Z)   = 
   ∂M

  +i 
 ∂M

       ∂X        ∂Ζ

Where  ∂M   and    ∂M    
constitutes Hilbert Transform pair.            ∂X             ∂Z

The Amplitude of the Analytic Signal (AAS) is given by

 A(X,Z) =          
  ∂M 2   

+
   ∂M 2            `

     (2)
                 

∂X          ∂Z

As per Nabighian (1972), equation (1) establishes
the relationship between the horizontal and vertical
derivatives of the potential field anomaly.

ANALYTIC SIGNAL PARAMETERS

The amplitude of the Analytic Signal (AAS) is
observed to be a bell shaped symmetric function maximizing
exactly over each corner of a 2D body, whose cross section is
represented by an n-sided polygon. The AS has simple poles
at body corners of 2D anomaly source. The AAS (Eqn. 2) is
used for defining both the depth and lateral coordinates of
body corners, while RIAS can only infer the lateral coordinates
of body corners (Pujari and Sastry, 2003).

STABLE ANALYTIC SIGNAL ALGORITHM

The analytic Signal involves numerical derivative
evaluations for the input potential field data. However, such
numerical derivative computations are unstable (Tkhonov
and Arsenin, 1977). Hence, one needs a regularization
strategy for evaluation of stable numerical derivatives, which
in turn will lead to a stable Analytic Signal computation.
(Pujari, 1998; Pujari and Sastry, 2003). Conforming to the
regularization strategy (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977), the
regularizing functional, f (ω,α) in spectral domain can be
chosen as

          
 1

   f (ω,α) =

   
  1+αQ(ω)
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Where Q (ω) is a smoothing function, given by

Q (ω) = ω2p                                                                    (4)

where p is the order of regularization, which controls
the degree of smoothness intended for the analytic signal
computation and α, regularization parameter. Regularizing
functional f(ω,α) is used to modify derivative spectra of input
potential function spectrum. Here FFT routines are used to
compute stable analytic signal in spatial domain by conforming
to above methodology. It is to be noted that utilization of
equations 3 and 4 for an optimal parameter of regularization,
α

opt
 is equivalent to application of optimal Wiener filter

(Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977), for α
opt

 is a function of errors
in the input data as well as in operator. Accordingly, 2D
Analytic Signal algorithm (RES2AS) is designed by Pujari
(1998). For its application to present work some modules of
it are updated including FFT routines.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The following 2D gravity interpretational problem
is attempted with earlier outlined stable analytic signal
algorithm:

Double density interface restoration problem (Model2
of open geometry)

Table1 outlines the model geometry, physical
property distribution and achieved results in terms of
restoration of density interfaces. Figure 1(a) describes the input
gravity anomaly due to a double density interface, while Figs.1
(b) and 1(d) outline AAS plots for shallow and deeper corners
of interfaces  with gravity effect due to deeper interface (Fig.1
(c)) serving as input to the AS algorithm.
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Figure 1 (a): Synthetic gravity anomaly due to double densities
interfaces (structure of open geometry). (Model 1)
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Figure 1b. : Amplitude of Analytic Signal (AAS) plot for double
density contact surface geometry model (1) and the
estimated depth to top surface of the body by half of
half-width (Refer Table 1).
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Figure 1c : Synthetic gravity anomaly due to double densities
interface (structure of open geometry) after removing
the gravity effect of identified shallower corners (upper
part) of Model (1).
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Table 1: Results of Stabilized Analytic Signal (AS) Algorithm for double density contact surface model (1) (Ref. Fig. 1).

Corner Actual (x, z)                         Computed (x, z) Coordinates of Corners (km)
No. Coordinates of AAS (Ref. Fig. 1(b) AAS (Ref. Fig. 1 (d))

Corners (km) (X, Z) Coordinates (km) for ((X, Z) Coordinates (km) for
shallow contact surface) deeper contact surface) after

removal of upper contact surface
effect from observed anomaly
(Ref. Fig. 1(c))

Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower

1 (32, 1.5) (52, 2) (32.25,1.38) (52, 1.25) — (52, 2)
2 (44, 0.5) (64, 3) (44, 0.5) — — (63.25, 2.75)
3 (60, 0.5) (80, 3) (60, 0.75) — — (80, 2.75)
4 (72, 1.5) (92, 2) (72, 1.25) (92, 1.63) — (92, 2)
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Figure 1d.: Amplitude of Analytic Signal (AAS) plot for double
density contact surface model (1) after removing the
gravity effect of identified shallow corners (upper
model). The estimated depth to top surface of the body
equals  half of half-width (Refer Table 1).
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CONCLUSION

Stabilized analytic signal algorithm coupled with
gravity stripping can address the gravity interpretation problem
of multiple 2D – Anomaly sources of both closed and open
geometry.
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